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Born: February 07, 1812 in Portsmouth, United Kingdom
Died: June 09, 1870 in Gad's Hill, United Kingdom
Other Names: Dickens, Charles John Huffam; Boz
Nationality: British
Occupation: Novelist

Novelist, journalist, court reporter, editor, amateur actor. Editor of London Daily News, 1846; founder
and editor of Household Words, 1833-35, and of All the Year Round, 1859-70; presented public
readings of his works, beginning 1858.

He was only fifty-eight when he died. His horse had been shot, as he had wanted; his body lay in a
casket in his home at Gad's Hill, festooned with scarlet geraniums. Tributes poured in from all over his
native England and from around the world. Statesmen, commoners, and fellow writers all grieved his
passing. As quoted in Peter Ackroyd's monumental study, Dickens, the news of Charles Dickens death
on June 9, 1870, reverberated across the Atlantic, eliciting the poet Longfellow to say that he had
never known "an author's death to cause such general mourning." England's Thomas Carlyle wrote: "It
is an event world-wide, a unique of talents suddenly extinct." And the day after his death, the
newspaper Dickens once edited, the London Daily News, reported that Dickens had been
"emphatically the novelist of his age. In his pictures of contemporary life posterity will read, more
clearly than in contemporary records, the character of nineteenth century life."

It was a judgment that has been proven more than perceptive. Not only was Dickens a popular
recorder of the life of his times, but he was also an incredibly successful man of letters. One of the
more interesting aspects of Dickens life, in fact, was the degree of popularity which he experienced
during his lifetime. There was no la vie boheme for Dickens, no artistic squalor or neglect of his works.
From the age of twenty-four, with publication of The Posthumous Papers of the Pickwick Club,
Dickens was an amazing literary success on both sides of the Atlantic. By the age of thirty he had five
immensely popular and immense novels under his belt, including such perennial favorites as Oliver
Twist and The Life and Adventures of Nicholas Nickleby.

His early period of creativity was marked by a proclivity to humor and the picaresque, and early on his
readership marveled at his assortment of characters. If a Dickens plot was not always of clockwork
fastidiousness, the author more than made up for it with a host of leading and secondary characters
that would make a Hollywood casting director envious. It has been reckoned that Dickens created over
2,000 such characters during his relatively short creative life. He wrote fourteen full novels--most over
800 pages in their modern editions--as well as sketches, travel, and Christmas books, and was at work
on his fifteenth novel when he died. Dickens grew throughout his career; he was not content to
reproduce formulaic successes. He took chances; he dealt with social issues; he was not shy of
working with ideas. A popular novelist, he was never so in love with his reputation as to stand still.

His late period was marked by brooding and dark novels that illuminated a part of England most would
have been happy to have left in the dark. The somber tone of Bleak House and Hard Times reflected



the harsh social reality of an England besotted with industrial progress at any price. Ironically, many of
the societal ills which Dickens wrote about in such novels had already been righted by the time of
publication. The 1850s and 1860s in England were decades of hope and prosperity, but Dickens could
never forget another age, a time during which he himself was growing up. Throughout his work there is
a constant returning to themes of his own childhood: of debtor's prisons--such as the one to which his
own father was once sent--and the internal dealings of family. Dickens was a writer of the city and of
the country, and both strains were part of his own make-up as well. His depictions of Victorian London
have, as was prophesied by the Daily News, become historical records of a world now forever lost.

The fame of this enormously inventive author has not diminished over time. He, and his fellow
countryman, William Shakespeare, are the most written about authors in the English language. His
novels not only bridge cultures, equally popular in many of the world's languages, but they also span
generations, appealing to adult and young readers alike. Books such as Oliver Twist, A Christmas
Carol, The Personal History of David Copperfield, A Tale of Two Cities, and Great Expectations have
long been part of the canon of literature in high schools, and deservedly so for, as in the case of A
Tale of Two Cities, their action, and in several others, their depictions of youthful characters facing life
with both determination and a sense of humor.

A Childhood on the Move
Charles Dickens was the second of eight children born to John and Elizabeth Barrow Dickens. His
father was a descendant of a servant, dead before the arrival of Charles Dickens, but one who always
took pains to appear higher than such a station would allow. In his dress, manner, and speech, John
Dickens aped the world of aristocracy, and a tendency to live beyond his means ultimately led to one
of the tragedies of Dickens's young life. On the mother's side were office workers and bureaucrats,
including Elizabeth Barrow's father who had been accused of embezzling funds at his job and had fled
prosection. Servants and convicts in flight thus make up part of the family package Charles Dickens
was born into on February 7, 1812. His birthplace was Portsmouth, where his father, employed by the
Pay Office of the Navy, was then stationed. Dickens grew up mostly in towns on the south coast of
England, and the family moved often, if only changing lodgings within one town, residing for a short
period even in London. Though he is forever linked with that diverse and populous capital, Dickens in
fact lived in London for only about half of his life. The first and last decades of his life were spent in
and near the towns of Rochester and Chatham in Kent.

His parents were great talkers, and Dickens immortalized them as characters in his fiction, his father
as the loquacious Mr. Micawber, and his mother as the chatterbox Mrs. Nickleby. It was his mother
who first instructed Dickens in reading and in Latin. By age six, after the family had finally settled near
Chatham, he and his older sister Fanny attended a Dames School, so- called as such establishments
were generally run by older women who had no real training in education, but who were educated
themselves. Dickens benefited from such tutelage, but remembered later in life especially the birch
rods employed on recalcitrant learners. At about this age, Dickens began his life-long love affair with
books, discovering the works of Tobias Smollet and Henry Fielding, and the illustrations of William
Hogarth. Favorite books included Roderick Random, The Vicar of Wakefield, Don Quixote, Gil Blas,
Robinson Crusoe, The Arabian Nights, and Tales of the Genii. Dickens has his autobiographical
double, David Copperfield, ruminate about reading, stating that it "was my only and my constant
comfort. When I think of it, the picture always rises in my mind, of a summer evening, the boys at play
in the churchyard, and I sitting on my bed, reading as if for life." A series of children's nurses also



informed these early years, and the stories they told--often quite horrific--at bedtime filled the young
child's mind with an alternate vision of the world from the rather benign and tranquil one in which he
grew up.

The years spent in Rochester and Chatham were idyllic in many ways, full of a security that Dickens
would never experience again in his life, even after he was a feted author. Christmas was an
especially happy time for the family, and the first eight years of his life the winters were particularly
harsh, with a white Christmas each December. This is particularly interesting in light of the fact that
Dickens the author, as Peter Ackroyd noted, "almost single-handedly created the modern idea of
Christmas" as a snow-filled world with family gatherings and generosity toward others.

At age nine, Dickens left the Dames School for more formal education at an establishment run by a
young man named William Giles where, by all accounts, he did quite well both academically and
socially. Dickens himself, however, when looking back on his childhood, always thought of himself as
a lonely boy. It was while still a young child also that Dickens first encountered the wonders of drama
and the theater, a fascination that stood him in good stead later in life when he became quite famous
both in England and the United States for readings of his own works. But such youthful preoccupations
came to a sudden end for Dickens. The family moved again to London, where the father's work took
him, and to a less favorable economic situation, one that was only exacerbated by the father's
mismanagement. In London the father's debts became insupportable and John Dickens was sent to
that peculiar nineteenth-century British institution, debtor's prison, at the Marshalsea Prison in London.
At age twelve, Dickens was sent off to work at a blacking warehouse, placing labels on bottles of shoe
polish, living alone in cheap lodgings with never enough to eat. No wonder that he later felt utterly
abandoned by his family; the year-long experience was one from which he would never fully recover.

Dickens recalled these months in John Forster's Life of Charles Dickens, "It is wonderful to me how I
could have been so easily cast off at such an age.... No words can express the secret agony of my
soul as I sunk into this companionship.... My whole nature was so penetrated with grief and humiliation
of such considerations, that even now, famous and caressed and happy, I often forget in my dreams
that I have a dear wife and children; even that I am a man; and wander desolately back to that time in
my life." The experiences of those twelve months would cloud the entire rest of his life. As George H.
Ford noted in his entry on Dickens in Dictionary of Literary Biography, "That [Dickens's] novels would
be full of characters who are orphans is not surprising." The custom of the time allowed for entire
families to be housed in such debtor's prisons, and soon the rest of the family, except for Charles,
were living at the Marshalsea, where young Charles would visit them after work. Yet even in such
circumstances, the active mind of young Dickens was recording impressions and details that would
later fill out the pages of his fiction. Visiting the family at the Marshalsea, he heard tales of woe from
other inmates and filed them away for later use.

From Poverty to Man of Letters
Finally, John Dickens was released from his debts, rescued his son from the blacking work, and sent
him to a school in London where he remained until the age of fifteen. Dickens's mother, however, was
in favor of leaving her oldest son at work to help out the family, and Dickens looked upon such an
attitude as a further betrayal. Meanwhile, his older sister Fanny had been able to continue her studies
at the Royal Academy of Music throughout the debtor's prison period. It must have seemed that the
entire family had been conspiring against him, and this year-long period as an adolescent set the tone



not only for his life but for his fiction. Dickens was, as Ford commented in Dictionary of Literary
Biography, "in his energetic pursuit of his goals, the embodiment of his age, the archetypal Victorian."
Once out of his miserable job and enrolled at Wellington Academy, Dickens demonstrated a terrific
resolve to succeed in the world. He finished head of his class and the winner of a prize for Latin, and
at age fifteen left formal schooling for good. Thereafter, what education he achieved was self-
delivered, and by age eighteen he had a reading card for the library at the British Museum, an
establishment that has provided intellectual nourishment for many other autodidacts, Karl Marx among
them. The hours Dickens spent at the library took him into the realms of history and literature--
especially Shakespeare-- and would furnish a storehouse of knowledge from which Dickens would
draw his entire life.

From age fifteen to twenty-two Dickens continued living at home with his family, and took an
assortment of jobs from law to journalism. His first two years after school were spent as a law clerk, a
position which provided material he later used in many instances in his fiction. The following four years
saw him preparing shorthand reports for lawyers, and his shorthand was so accurate and fast that it
won him a job as a news reporter on the Morning Chronicle. From 1834 to 1836 he worked as a
political reporter, not only recording speeches but also learning the ins and outs of Parliament. Soon
his reporting left the realms of straight news and took on the flavor of what is now known as the
feature article. He wrote dozens of sketches about members of Parliament, about the political world in
general, and about quirky London scenes and characters, all of which had that particular humorous
trademark that critics have come to call Dickensian: potty characters caught in the petri dish of the
author's fertile imagination, their antics revealed in loving detail. "Jocularity of tone," is how Ford
typified these articles in Dictionary of Literary Biography. Dickens was always able to see the absurd in
any situation, however serious it might be on one level.

In addition to his newspaper work, Dickens also kept up his passion for the theater. He was a deeply
involved spectator, but at one point he also applied for an audition as an actor, only to have a severe
cold force a cancellation of his try-out. There were romantic liaisons during his late teenage years, as
well. At eighteen he was introduced to the Beadnell household and promptly fell in love with the
daughter, Mary, two years his senior. For four years the infatuation lasted, only to end in heartbreak
for Dickens when Mary's interest in him cooled after being sent to finishing school in Paris. This
unsuccessful romance served to convince Dickens that he must work harder and become a success at
his chosen profession. This profession more and more was writing. The first of his sketches appeared
in print in 1834 when Dickens was still twenty-one.

By 1836 he had collected some sixty such sketches, gathered together in his first publication, the two-
volume Sketches by Boz. Dickens had assumed this pen name, from a mispronounced pet name for
his younger brother, Augustus. Even after the true identity of Boz was revealed, however, many of
Dickens's readers continued to think of him affectionately by the name which accompanied his earliest
successes. This first book was well received, the reviewer for the Morning Chronicle noting Dickens's
ability to "look on the bright and sunny side of things," even when picturing the London slums. That
same reviewer called Dickens a "close and acute observer of character and manners, with a strong
sense of the ridiculous." The trademark Dickens optimism and humor were well established by the age
of twenty-four. This insightful review in the Morning Chronicle was written by George Hogarth, soon to
become Dickens's father-in-law.



Early Successes
In April 1836, Dickens married Hogarth's eldest daughter, Catherine, whom he called Kate, and the
couple lived in a suite of three furnished rooms in Furnival's Inn for the first year of their marriage. It
was here his first child was born and his first literary success was created. The publishers Chapman
and Hall, impressed with the comic overtones of Sketches by Boz, contracted with Dickens to come up
with a series of humorous sketches to be illustrated by the popular artist, Robert Seymour. The first of
these, describing the adventures of a loopy group of Londoners out for hunting and fishing trips to the
country, appeared just days before his marriage. The serialization of The Posthumous Papers of the
Pickwick Club, better known as simply The Pickwick Papers, made Dickens's reputation and fortune.
In the event, the illustrator Seymour killed himself early in the venture, and the project became
Dickens's, who was free to call all the artistic shots at the tender age of twenty-four. A new illustrator,
Hablot Browne, was found and by the time of the final installment of the book in October 1837, forty
thousand copies were printed to meet the growing demand. The invention of two Cockney characters,
Sam Weller and his father Tony, midway into the adventures were what turned the book around in
public acceptance, amusing readers and building a loyal following for successive installments. Serial
publication thus became a boon for a writer such as Dickens, ever with an ear to his reading public.
Throughout his career, Dickens continued to listen to the voice of his audience and rework plots and
characterization during the course of publication to better fit public demand. As Ford commented in
Dictionary of Literary Biography, "The Pickwick Papers ended up as the most sensational triumph in
nineteenth-century publishing." The book appealed to all classes, could be read aloud, and avoided
any offensive language or compromising sexual incidents. One judge was known to read installments
on the bench as jurors were deliberating, and this first novel by the young writer may well have been
his most popular with Victorian readers.

Dickens did not rest on his laurels, and even as The Pickwick Papers was being published he
launched other writing projects, including an opera libretto and what would become his second novel,
Oliver Twist. With Oliver Twist appears the first of a long line of orphaned protagonists, and with this
second novel, Dickens left behind the purely frolicsome world of Pickwick. Young Oliver battles the
brutality and cruelty of the world. Born in the workhouse where his mother died in childbirth, Oliver
passes his early years in a bleak and forbidding environment, always under the thumb of the beadle,
Mr. Bumble. Escaping the horrors of the workhouse, Oliver arrives in London where he falls in with a
gang of criminals led by Fagin, a man who has organized young boys into a successful team of
pickpockets. Among their number is the irrepressible Artful Dodger. Fagin stokes many illegal fires,
receiving stolen goods from the thief, the brutal Bill Sikes. Among a host of other notable characters is
Nancy, the archetypal prostitute with a heart of gold with whom Sikes lives. Recruited for a time into
Fagin's gang, Oliver ultimately finds protection with a wealthy benefactor. In one of the strongest
scenes Dickens would ever write, Sikes murders Nancy, only to be hanged by an outraged crowd. The
novel ends with Fagin-- part villain, part father-figure to his gang--in his cell at Newgate Prison
awaiting his final hours.

Oliver Twist was a stretch for Dickens: a second novel that diverged in content from his fabulously
popular first. Drawing on the tradition of crime stories then popular, known as Newgate novels, such a
book was still a gamble for a young writer, and some critics have suggested that Oliver Twist actually
preceded The Pickwick Papers in conception. In the event, however, Dickens's gamble paid off, and
from the very first of its two-year serialization, the novel found wide readership. Unlike The Pickwick
Papers, Oliver Twist was published not under its own cover, but as installments in a magazine,



Bentley's Miscellany. It is also much shorter than the first novel, and the illustrations were by George
Cruikshank, which marked the beginning of a fruitful collaborative effort. Critics of the day, such as that
at the Quarterly Review, were quick to point out that Dickens dealt in hyperbole: "Oliver Twist is
directed against the poor-law and workhouse system, and in our opinion with much unfairness. The
abuses which [Dickens] ridicules are not only exaggerated, but in nineteen cases out of twenty do not
exist at all." But that same reviewer also noted that "Boz is regius professor of slang." A reviewer for
the Spectator concurred that the workhouse scenes were overdone, but commented that Dickens's
"powers of pathos, sadly touching rather than tearful, are great, he has a hearty sympathy with
humanity." Later critics have pointed out this melodramatic potential in Dickens's work as well, but
most are forgiving of this defect in light of Dickens's great talent for creation of character. Jack Lindsay
in Charles Dickens: A Biographical and Critical Study wrote that "the last word...must be given to
Dickens's power to draw characters in a method of intense poetic simplification, which makes them
simultaneously social emblems, emotional symbols, and visually precise individuals." The English critic
and writer, Angus Wilson, noted in The World of Charles Dickens that "perhaps more than any other,"
the novel Oliver Twist "has a combination of sensationalism and sentiment that fixes it as one of the
masterpieces of pop art." The book is also one of the more enduring classics of the Dickens canon,
immortalized both by its 1948 film adaptation and the 1968 musical comedy Oliver!

Part of the success of Oliver Twist, despite its rather somber theme and content, is that the book is
also balanced with typical Dickensian humor. The author avows this technique in chapter seventeen of
Oliver Twist, where he notes: "It is the custom on the stage, in all good murderous melodramas, to
present the tragic and the comic scenes, in as regular alteration, as the layers of red and white in a
side of streaky bacon." This "streaky bacon" method can be seen in the characters of both the beadle,
Bumble, and the crime master, Fagin, both of whom have their humorous sides. Beadle is the
henpecked husband whose wife bosses him around as he does his young charges. Artful Dodger, the
young pickpocket, also is a character who provides fun for the reader, especially in one notable court
scene in which he demands his "priwileges." This alternation of humor and pathos, comedy and
tragedy, also became part of the Dickens recipe book.

Publication of the novel was not an unblemished success, however. Dickens's personal life intervened
early on in the serial installments when his beloved sister-in-law, Mary Hogarth, who had been living
with the Dickens family, suddenly died on May 7, 1837. Dickens was profoundly affected by this death,
and publication of his work was put off for the time. Until his death, Dickens wore the ring Mary had
been wearing at the time of her death, and he wished to be buried alongside her--a wish that was not
fulfilled. It seems his nearly year-long mourning was stopped only by the simmering of a new literary
project. The character of Smike came into his head, and he began the novel The Life and Adventures
of Nicholas Nickleby, the story of another orphan who makes his way in the world. This novel also
exposes, as did Oliver Twist, corrupt institutions of the times. With Oliver Twist it had been the
workhouses and the New Poor Law of 1834 which established them; with Nicholas Nickleby it was
schools such as Dotheboys Hall where young Nicholas is sent for a time to teach. These were
terrifically prolific years for Dickens, who worked on two or three novels simultaneously. Before he was
thirty, he had written The Pickwick Papers, Oliver Twist, Nicholas Nickleby, The Old Curiosity Shop,
and Barnaby Rudge. Only the last of these suffered from some lack of popularity; with all of them
Dickens created memorable characters, such as Little Nell of The Old Curiosity Shop, whose names
have passed into the language as embodiments of certain very human characteristics: big-
heartedness, avarice, verbosity. Indeed, the characters are what make the novels of Dickens,



according to many reviewers.

Even contemporaneously with Dickens, critics such as his best friend and biographer, John Forster,
noted that in Nicholas Nickleby a "want of plan is apparent...from the first, an absence of design. The
plot seems to have grown as the book appeared by numbers, instead of having been mapped out
beforehand." Forster, of course, was right. But Dickens made up for any such deficiencies in plot with
his "gallery of colorful characters," according to Ford in Dictionary of Literary Biography. The Old
Curiosity Shop returns to the episodic plotting of The Pickwick Papers when Little Nell discovers that
her grandfather is deeply in debt from gambling. To save the old man, who runs The Old Curiosity
Shop, she takes him away from London on travels throughout England. Such a structure allowed for
the encounter with a score of colorful characters throughout the pair's travels. The death scene of Little
Nell called up in Dickens all the sorrow he felt at the death of Mary Hogarth and is one of the most
memorable of Dickens's tragic creations.

To America and a Renewed Vision
Dickens took a much needed rest with his wife when they sailed for the United States in January of
1842. For the next five months, Dickens wrote only letters and played the role of tourist, logging
thousand of miles throughout America. However, what started out as a love affair with the brash new
country ended up in antipathy on the part of Dickens. Ultimately he was disappointed in what he saw,
in the slavery and the wheeling-dealing in Washington, D.C. With his return to London, Dickens
eagerly got back to his desk, writing up his American journals in American Notes for General
Circulation, and then beginning serial publication of a new novel, The Life and Adventures of Martin
Chuzzlewit, the first of his novels to be unified by a theme--that of selfishness. Two memorable
characters, Mrs. Gamp and Pecksniff, come from that novel, but in general it was not a popular
success.

In 1843, Dickens won back legions of his reading public with the first of his Christmas stories, A
Christmas Carol. He forged this new genre and added to it yearly with such titles as The Chimes and
Cricket on the Hearth, all of which blend fable and fantasy, but it is A Christmas Carol which has
remained the most popular of all such short books, not only through the novel itself, but through its
numerous screen and stage adaptations. The story of miserly Scrooge who has lost the spirit of
Christmas and who rediscovers it through the visitation of the ghosts of Christmas past, present, and
future, A Christmas Carol has more than any other work by Dickens become part of the communal
psyche. The very word "Scrooge" has entered the vocabulary to describe an avaricious, mean-spirited
person. Though Dickens had earlier painted Christmas vignettes in his Sketches by Boz and The
Pickwick Papers, this was his first full-scale treatment of the season which he so loved as a child. It
was cheerfully received by the public and critics alike. The Dublin University Magazine concluded its
fulsome review with the fervent wish that "this eminent man continue to instruct and benefit while he
delights us. It is thus that fiction may lay claim to be called literature, and its authors earn a niche--
more than a niche--a chapel, in the temple of Fame." Modern reviewers have largely agreed with this
assessment. Stephen Prickett, in Victorian Fantasy, noted that "the strength of A Christmas Carol lies
quite simply in its psychological credibility."

The success of A Christmas Carol helped to put matters right with Dickens's finances, but these were
always stretched to the limit. By this time he had five children and a wife to support, as well as another
sister-in-law, Georgina Hogarth, who had come to live with the family. The author's father was always



in need of financial assistance, as well. To help with finances, the Dickens clan lived in Italy in 1844,
where expenses would be about half of what they were in London. Further Christmas books were
published as well as an Italian travel book, Pictures from Italy. In 1846 the family again moved to the
continent, spending a year in Switzerland, and it was there that Dombey and Son was begun, a book
generally accepted as marking the beginning of Dickens's mature period. Philip Collins noted in
Victorian Fiction: A Second Guide to Research that Dombey and Son is Dickens's "first mature
masterpiece."

Novels of Maturity
The later phase of Dickens's creative efforts produced such enduring classics as The Personal History
of David Copperfield, Bleak House, Hard Times, Little Dorrit, A Tale of Two Cities, and Great
Expectations. "The best-loved of all Dickens' novels" as well as the "favourite child" of Dickens himself
according to the biographer Edgar Johnson in his Charles Dickens: His Tragedy and Triumph, David
Copperfield is highly autobiographical and features yet another orphaned protagonist. Young David
loses his father, and when his mother remarries, he is packed up by his stepfather and sent to a
school near London run by the brutal Mr. Creakle. Upon the death of his mother, he is sent out to
work, lodging with the Micawber family, always on the brink of financial ruin. Timely help from a
relative, Miss Trotwood, helps David to win an education. While lodging at school he encounters the
oily Uriah Heep, another classic Dickens creation. Articled to the bar, David makes an unwise
marriage to the impractical Dora. When Dora dies, David spends several years traveling, and upon his
return Miss Trotwood arranges for him to marry the woman he has always loved, Agnes. He is now
free to begin his life as a writer.

From even such a brief plot summary, parallels can be seen in Dickens's own life. Written in the first
person, such a connection of David Copperfield to the author is only strengthened in the reader's
mind. Reviewers from the time of publication to the present day have labeled this among the best of
Dickens's novels. A contemporary reviewer in Fraser's Magazine called the book "the best of the
author's fictions," and Samuel Phillips wrote in The Times in 1851 that "In David Copperfield there are
more contrasts of character, more varieties of intellect, a more diverse scenery, and more
picturesqueness of detail. It is the whole world rather than a bit of it which you see before you." Part of
the reason for the instant and lasting success of David Copperfield is, according to some reviewers,
the fact that David is a character who grows and changes, unlike, for example, Oliver Twist, who is
essentially a "static character," according to Ford in Dictionary of Literary Biography. Another factor in
its popularity is that it was less a crusading social documentary and more a real novel of character.
And, as usual with Dickens, there is humor, some of it grotesque, some simply fun, as with the word-
happy Micawber, a character drawn after John Dickens.

Less fun is to be found in the quartet of novels that make up Dickens's so- called Dark Period: Bleak
House, Hard Times, Little Dorrit, and Our Mutual Friend. Of these, Bleak House is generally
considered to rank among Dickens's masterpieces, inventing in its pages the first detective in crime
fiction, Inspector Bucket. Between David Copperfield and Bleak House, Dickens was also hard at work
as owner and editor of his own magazine, Household Words. In the 1850s and 1860s, he also made a
name for himself as a public speaker, giving dramatic readings of his works on both sides of the
Atlantic. Another major upheaval in Dickens's life was the separation from his wife in 1858 and the
relationship he developed with the actress Ellen Ternan, a woman twenty-seven years his junior. By
this time, Dickens had already realized a childhood dream of purchasing Gad's Hill Place just outside



of Rochester. Upon separation, his wife took the oldest child with her, but Dickens remained at Gad's
Hill with the rest of his ten children and with his estranged wife's sister, Georgina, in charge of
domestic arrangements. Dickens established the Ternan family at yet another residence, though word
of his affair was kept secret during the writer's lifetime, not being revealed until publication of Dickens
and Daughter in 1939.

A further fallout of the Ellen Ternan liaison was a quarrel with his publishers, Bradbury and Evans, and
the inception of yet another magazine, All Year Round, published by Chapman and Hall. It was in the
pages of this magazine that two further novels popular with both young readers and adults were
published: A Tale of Two Cities and Great Expectations. One of Dickens's two historical novels, A Tale
of Two Cities is set during the French Revolution, linking the two cities of London and Paris with a
select cast of characters. A fast-moving novel filled with action, it has won young readers since the
time of its publication in 1859. A London lawyer, Sydney Carton, falls in love with Lucie Manette, a
young Frenchwoman. But Carton, something of a drunkard, knows he does not stand a chance with
Lucie, and in fact it is a man he much resembles physically, Charles Darnay, whom Lucie marries. But
when Darnay, a member of the French aristocracy who has fled to London, returns to Paris on a
mission, he is captured and faces the guillotine. Carton rescues his rival, standing in for this look-alike
at the guillotine, and utters the famous phrase just before his death: "It is a far, far better thing that I
do, than I have ever done."

A popular novel, A Tale of Two Cities, perhaps because of its adventure- story format, has never
received the same critical attention that other Dickens novels have. One early reviewer from the
Examiner, however, wrote that "This novel is remarkable for the rare skill with which all the powers of
the author's genius are employed upon the conduct of the story. In this respect it is unequalled by any
other work from the same hand, and is not excelled by any English work of fiction." Though some
modern critics have taken Dickens to task for historical inaccuracy in his novel, others have mentioned
that his reduction of history to a mere backdrop was in fact the author's intention. Barton R. Friedman
in Fabricating History: English Writers on the French Revolution, noted that the "sole escape from
history is, finally, Carton's escape: to a world--perhaps fantasy, perhaps reality-- where there is no
time, and no trouble."

Another popular Dickens novel for young readers is Great Expectations, the story of young Philip
Pirrip, called Pip, and his adventures from childhood to manhood. Conceived as essentially a comic
novel and a bail-out for his magazine which was suffering financially because of the serialization of
another author's poorly received novel, Great Expectations became instead a book "full of the distilled
wisdom of maturity," according to Philip Hobsbaum in his A Reader's Guide to Charles Dickens.
Indeed, some critics even put this novel among his other Dark Period works. Dickens, Hobsbaum
noted, "warns us to put no trust in the surface of illusions or class and caste. Our basic personality is
shaped in youth and can never change....Every hope of altering his condition that Pip, the central
character, ever entertained is smashed over his head."

One of Dickens's shortest novels, Great Expectations tells the story of Pip, another orphan
protagonist, who is raised in a small English coastal town by a strict sister and her husband. One day
he finds an escaped prisoner in the marshes near his house and helps him. When this man is
subsequently caught by the police, he promises to repay the boy's kindness. Pip is also invited to play
at the house of the wealthy and eccentric Miss Havisham, and there he falls under the spell of Estella,



the adopted daughter of Miss Havisham. Pip receives indenture money from the strange lady to
apprentice as a blacksmith, and later when he receives another anonymous bequest that allows him to
move to London and set up as a gentleman, he thinks it likewise has come from Miss Havisham. In
London, Pip studies, trying to advance himself, but Estella's arrival and subsequent marriage to a
fellow student is a harsh blow for him. Soon Pip learns that his real benefactor has been Abel
Magwitch, the escaped convict whom he helped many years earlier. Pip's world comes down around
him when he learns that Magwitch is actually Estella's father; neither are Pip's attempts to smuggle
Magwitch out of England successful. Miss Havisham dies in a fire and Pip is once again penniless.
Eleven years pass as Pip joins a friend in the export business, and then, revisiting his childhood
haunts, he discovers Estella, widowed. She has grown because of the difficult events of her life, and in
the end, the childhood friends once again cleave to each other, walking away hand in hand.

A reviewer for Dublin University Magazine at the time of publication, while noting that Dickens's power
as an author seemed to have been faltering of late, concluded a lengthy review of Great Expectations
by stating that Dickens's "plot, like his characters however improbable, has a kind of artistic unity and
clear purpose, enhanced in this case by the absence of much fine-drawn sentiment and the scarcity of
surplus details. If the author must keep on writing novels to the last, we shall be quite content to gauge
the worth of his future essays by the standard furnished to us in Great Expectations." Modern critics,
such as G. Robert Stange in College English, echo this early assessment. "Great Expectations is a
peculiarly satisfying and impressive novel," Stange commented. "It is unusual to find in Dickens' work
so rigorous a control of detail, so simple and organic a pattern.... The simplicity is that of an art form
that belongs to an ancient type and concentrates on permanently significant issues."

Final Years
Dickens did, as the reviewer for the Dublin University Magazine wrote, "keep on writing novels to the
last." But his usual gargantuan production slowed, due in part to the rigors of his speaking schedule.
His first tour, for example, booked him for eighty-seven performances, and performances they were,
with the author reciting from his works like a true tragedian. The novel Our Mutual Friend, one of
Dickens's bleakest, appeared in 1865, and then it was another four years before he returned to novel
writing. The time in between was taken up with numerous smaller writing projects and touring, both in
America and England. His American tour was a towering success, but it cost him physically. Pushing
himself even when sick, he returned to England in 1868 exhausted. Then back in England he began
another series of one hundred scheduled readings. Simultaneously he began work on his last novel,
The Mystery of Edwin Drood, planned for publication in twelve installments. However Dickens never
finished this pioneering mystery story. On the evening of June 8, 1870, after a long day of writing at
Gad's Hill, Dickens suffered a stroke and died the following day.

His wishes about being buried in the Rochester area or near his beloved sister-in-law were one of the
few wishes denied him. The nation demanded a more honored place of interment, and on June 14, the
nation got its wish. Dickens was interred in Poet's Corner of Westminster Abbey in a private ceremony.
His grave at Westminster Abbey was left open for two days so that the crowds of admirers could see
his final resting place. At the end of the first day, more than a thousand persons were still waiting to
pay their respects when the Abbey closed its doors. Dickens continues to be revered to this day. His
books remain in print, well over a century after publication; his words continue to delight and inform.
As Johnson commented in his Charles Dickens: His Tragedy and Triumph, "The world he created
shines with undying life, and the hearts of men still vibrate to his indignant anger, his love, his glorious



laughter, and his triumphant faith in the dignity of man."
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